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World Security
Dubai Ports
Utmost Properties
Tulip Hotel
Alain Insurance
Sahid Suhail Saeed 
Sharjah Hotels,Imdaad

Emirates Institutes of 
Finance & Banking
Colliers

EFS Facility Management
ICE Technologies
Prodynamics
KPFF Consultants

OUR CLIENTS
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TACS

TACS Contracting LLC was established in the year
2015 with MELWIN PATRICK MENDONCA at the helm
acting as managing director of the company, who
has the technical well as public relation experience in
the field of automation and security systems.

A Brief Story About The Company
 

ABOUT TACS

T A C S
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T A C S

OUR BUSINESS
ACTIVITIES
Our business activities focus on automation, parking system,
security systems. We make it our aim to integrate, solve or
upgrade automation and security systems. We undertake
big projects which needs our expertise and consultation to
carry forward the project in regards to the security and
automation system.
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Explain your mission to 
define how the vision can 
be done. Most of people 
explain the mission with 
assign a lot of main issue 
of problems 
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A vision needs to be explain further and in detail because it is one of 
main point about your future projection and your best goal. The company
perspective can be seen on this session.

T A C S

VISION

MISSION
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Parking Barrier
Parking Management System 
Parking Guidance System 
Access Control
Turnslites
Speed Gates
Sliding Gates
Road Blockers
Bollards
Time Attendance
Biometrics
RFID
Emirates ID Reader and 
Solution
Passport Scanner and 
Solution
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SERVICES
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SERVICES

Garage doors
Handheld devices 
Intercom systems
Web design
Android
IOS
Building and civil works 
Titling, Painting, Block 
laying



PRODUCTS
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PARKING BARRIER
Parking Gate Barrier is a device that secures the
parking area from unauthorized access. Tacsll.com
Dubai is the leading supplier of Gate barriers, Bollards,
and Road Blockers in Dubai UAE.

Came Barrier

Magnetic Barrier Elka Barrier BFT Barrier

Delma Barrier
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https://www.tacsllc.com/road-blockers.htm
https://www.tacsllc.com/automatic-and-manual-bollards.htm
https://www.tacsllc.com/road-blockers.htm
https://www.tacsllc.com/automatic-and-manual-bollards.htm
https://www.tacsllc.com/road-blockers.htm


Road Blockers are designed to secure the premises by
blocking the entire length of the driveway passage. The
operations of Road Blockers are like automatic rising
bollards but unlike the bollards, the road blockers block the
entire road width. The road blocker is made with solid steel
which is movable and connected to the housing by a
hydraulic piston.

T A C S

ROAD BLOCKERS
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T A C S

BOLLARDS

SPEED GATES

Bollard is a post that is either metallic or PVC and it is used
to restrict unauthorized vehicles to a secured location. A
bollard can be either fixed or automatic. A fixed bollard is
always fixed to the ground either removable or non-
removable. An automatic bollard rises to block the traffic
and goes down to allow access.
Automatic bollards are of three types,
electrical, pneumatic, and hydraulic.
The electric and pneumatic bollards
are used for less secure locations like
villas, building apartments, road
blockage, etc.

Speed Gates, also known as hidden
gates, where the door is hidden inside
the cabinet. Speed gates are used for
high-security human access. They
comprise two cabinets master and
slave. There are two doors connected
to each cabinet. The door is either
made of plastic, glass, or metal. Each
cabinet has a motor and a controller.
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THANK YOU
Address
TACS CONTRACTING LLC,PRIME TOWER, 806,
BUISNESSBAY,DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Telephone

Website
www.tacsllc.com

+971526299069, +971525659716

T A C S
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